


GacoWallFoam spray foam insulation makes complete sense 

from the moment it bonds to the frame of your home. You can 

actually see the seal created as liquid foam thoroughly fills  

every crevice and solidifies into a seamless high performance 

barrier, specially formulated to protect you, your family and  

your home investment. Yes, foam insulation of this quality costs 

more, but consider the benefits: higher R-values, increased 

energy savings over the life of your home, low long-term 

maintenance costs, effective sound insulation, added structural 

strength, resistance to mold, pests and pollutants, and even 

reduced installation and construction waste. With GacoWallFoam, 

you start smart and stay strong with energy savings of up to  

40% over other insulation techniques, 

allowing you to recoup your 

initial investment in as 

little as five years.



Gaco’s Air Seal Advantage: 
a single, solid, energy-saving barrier.

The secret to energy efficiency is simple:  keep the outside air 

out, and the inside air in. Unfortunately, air can travel through 

even the smallest cracks, holes or seams. Even with traditional 

fiberglass insulation, air easily passes through the spaces 

between the wall studs and the insulation batts, reducing 

the effective R-value of the assembly. GacoWallFoam has no 

seams or cracks because it immediately expands to fill every 

nook and cranny. And because GacoWallFoam doesn’t shrink, 

settle or sag over time, the “Air Seal Advantage” continues to 

provide energy savings year after year.  

ENERGY-EFFICIENT. A COMPLETE AIR SEAL

Superior home insulation begins by keeping outside air out and 

inside air in. When GacoWallFoam is applied, it is sprayed into 

the stud wall cavity, where it immediately expands to fill the 

available space. So, unlike fiberglass insulation, GacoWallFoam 

completely seals air gaps and seams to create the highest level 

of insulation value for your home.



Breathe easier.
We have you covered.

Designed to protect.
Made to last.

The same GacoWallFoam air seal that prevents air from 

flowing in and out works equally hard at preventing 

outdoor pollutants such as smog and pollen from 

penetrating your home — not to mention pests and 

rodents. And because GacoWallFoam creates a seamless 

moisture barrier, it inhibits the growth of mold and 

bacteria.  All that adds up to a safer, healthier home for 

you and your family.

When GacoWallFoam is sprayed into the stud wall cavity 

of a home its two liquid components become chemically 

bonded, creating a rigid plastic-like material that ties 

the studs and the exterior sheathing together as one. In 

technical terms, this is called a monolithic wall barrier, 

because there are no gaps or voids — only one single 

uniform structure. That structure actually strengthens 

the framing of your house, providing added protection 

against the elements and increasing the longevity of 

your home.

STRONG.

HEALTHY.
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Peace and quiet.
Peace of mind.

Good for your home.
Good for the planet.

Not only does GacoWallFoam create a barrier to keep 

air out, it also keeps noise out, thanks to millions of 

semi-rigid cells that absorb sound waves originating 

from outside your home. GacoWallFoam is proven to 

decrease exterior noise by up to 20 decibels. Because 

our perception of noise levels doubles every 10 

decibels, GacoWallFoam has the potential to make 

your home up to 75% quieter.

There are obvious long-term benefits that come from 

having a more energy-efficient home, including  

reduced energy consumption and reliance on fossil 

fuels. In addition, the added structural integrity that 

GacoWallFoam provides for your home will result 

in a home that will last longer and won’t require 

insulation upgrades, which create debris for landfills. 

Plus, the application of GacoWallfoam is a cleaner 

process than other insulating materials, which means 

less mess and waste right from the start, and no 

resulting depletion of the ozone layer.

GacoWallFoam meets Government requirements 

for a Federal Tax Credit for Installation of Insulating 

Materials in a Private Dwelling. 

QUIET.

GREEN.
COMMON NOISE LEVELS

ITEM

Motorcycle Traffic

Passenger Vehicle Traffic

Truck Traffic

Barking Dog

Jet Airplane

Car Alarm

Lawn Mower

100 dB

85 dB
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140 dB

100 dB
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ABOUT GACO WESTERN

From NASA to your Neighborhood Gaco Western leads the industry through product Innovation. 

Founded in 1955 Gaco Western remains today a family-owned business with its roots in technology 

and product innovation. The Gaco family of brands offer best-of-class solutions for a variety of 

commercial, industrial, and residential applications. These applications include specialty coatings 

for commercial roof, pedestrian, and traffic decking;  spray polyurethane insulation for commercial, 

industrial and residential applications; specialty roof and deck coatings for residential. Products are 

available nationwide. For more information visit www.gaco.com or call 877-699-4226.

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS FOR GACO WALLFOAM

U.S. military troop tents in Afghanistan

Under slab insulation and moisture barrier

Exterior insulation and air barrier

Insulation for industrial storage tank

Interior insulation and air barrier

Retaining wall insulation and moisture barrier

Corporate Office

PO Box 9827

Seattle, WA 98109

tel: [206] 575-0450

fax: [206] 575-0587

toll free: [800] 456-4226

Central Office

PO Box 646

Waukesha, WI 53187

tel: [262] 542-8072

fax: [262] 542-1095

toll free: [800] 331-0196
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